
The Untold Battle: How Citizens are
Fighting for Water and Resisting
Privatization in Europe
Water is a precious resource that sustains life, and for decades, it has been at the

center of a battle between public interests and private corporations. In recent

years, privatization of water services has become a controversial issue in Europe,

as citizens and activists fight to keep water accessible and affordable for all. This

article delves into the struggles faced by communities across Europe and

highlights the various initiatives they have undertaken to resist the privatization of

water.

The Rise of Water Privatization

In the late 20th century, governments across Europe started considering

privatization as a solution to their water-related challenges. Proponents of water

privatization argued that involving the private sector would improve efficiency,

decrease costs, and ensure better service delivery. However, this shift towards

privatization has raised concerns among citizens who fear that corporations would

prioritize profits over societal well-being.

Challenges Faced by Communities

One of the main challenges faced by communities in resisting water privatization

is the lack of transparency and accountability. Critics argue that privatizing water

services removes democratic control and hands over the management of this vital

resource to profit-oriented entities. Furthermore, privatization can lead to

increased prices, reduced water quality, and limited access, particularly for

marginalized communities.
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Successful Examples of Resistance

Despite the obstacles, communities across Europe have united to fight back

against water privatization and protect their rights to clean and accessible water.

Here are some successful examples of resistance:

1. Remunicipalization

One strategy that communities have adopted is the remunicipalization of water

services. This involves taking back control of water management from private

companies and returning it to public authorities. Cities like Paris, Berlin, and

Budapest have successfully remunicipalized their water services, ensuring that

the needs of the public are prioritized over profits.

2. Grassroots Movements

Citizens have also formed grassroots movements to create awareness and

mobilize support against water privatization. These movements organize protests,

petitions, and awareness campaigns to amplify their voices and pressure

governments to prioritize public interests. The Right to Water campaign, for
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instance, started in Italy and has since spread across Europe, demanding that

water be recognized as a fundamental human right.

3. Legislative Measures

In some countries, legislative measures have been put in place to resist water

privatization. For example, in Greece, a law was passed in 2018 prohibiting the

privatization of water utilities. This legislation was a result of intense public

pressure and demonstrated the power of collective action in safeguarding water

resources.

The Way Forward

While the fight against water privatization continues, it is essential to explore

alternative models that prioritize public interests while maintaining efficient and

sustainable water management. Promoting community-based initiatives, investing

in infrastructure, and strengthening democratic control over water resources are

crucial steps towards ensuring water accessibility and affordability for all.

In

The battle against water privatization in Europe is far from over. Communities,

activists, and concerned citizens are standing up for their rights and fighting to

protect this invaluable resource. Through remunicipalization, grassroots

movements, and legislative measures, they are sending a strong message that

water is a human right and should not be commodified or controlled solely by

profit-driven entities.
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In the wake of the global financial crisis, water services have come under

renewed neoliberal assault across Europe. At the same time, the struggle against

water privatization has continued to pick up pace; from the re-municipalization of

water in Grenoble in 2000, to the United Nations declaration of water as a human

right in 2010.

In Fighting for Water, Andreas Bieler draws on years of extensive fieldwork to

dissect the underlying dynamics of the struggle for public water in Europe. By

analysing the successful referendum against water privatization in Italy, the

European Citizens' Initiative on 'Water and Sanitation are a Human Right', the

struggles against water privatization in Greece and water charges in Ireland,

Bieler shows why water has been a fruitful arena for resistance against neoliberal

restructuring.
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